For natural philosophers in early industrial Britain, nervous conditions were perplexing phenomena. At a time when cultural discourses of masculinity and science characterized the healthy body as vigorous and rational, the natural philosopher\'s body was ensconced in narratives of nervousness: its substance was fragile and subjective.

According, however, to Elizabeth Green Musselman, natural philosophers' abilities to use the scientific method to reveal and then develop narratives about those conditions, distinguished them from others embodying subjectivity, "such as workers, provincials and women" (p. 51). Natural philosophers' strategies to control the reliability of their bodies, matched the ways they sought to process information from the external world. Each strategy amounted to a nascent form of managerialism that found parallels in other contemporary political, social, economic, and religious contexts. To demonstrate and enlarge on these points, Musselman draws upon the examples of several natural philosophers who suffered from a range of nervous conditions, including colour blindness, hemiopsy, and hallucinations. For each case, she argues that the central abiding concern was the management and control of idiosyncratic phenomena, for "nervous disorders ... threatened the tenuous claim that natural philosophy had to the enlightenment crown of reason" (p. 30). By focusing on these experiences of abnormality and subjectivity, Musselman contends it is possible to see the emergence of the modern sciences while bearing witness to the decline of natural philosophy.

Musselman\'s account is a challenging but imaginative work. In many respects, it seems less like a history and more like a creative attempt at historical metonymy. Often she uses the case studies of nervous conditions to signify greater social, economic, or political occurrences. There are places where this style works superbly and justifies the book\'s overall argument (for example, John Dalton, provincialism and colour-blindness). But other chapters are more difficult to follow.

It is not always clear how Musselman intends us to understand her account. Are these cases meant to be illustrative windows that allow us to peer into the world of early industrial Britain and to witness the changes exacted by the emerging sciences? Or, alternatively, is Musselman arguing that the methods discovered by natural philosophers to tame their own subjectivity were applied secondarily to shape that external world? Putting it differently, is Musselman arguing that learning to control and normalize nervous conditions partially created the ethos of managerialism in early industrial Britain? Or is she saying "national governance and reform, political economy, and rational religion provided some of the idioms through which natural philosophers understood and managed nervous physiology at both the personal and scientific level" (p. 13). These tensions remain unresolved in this work.

In her conclusion, Musselman suggests that her study reveals problems with viewing science as having an ahistorical logic. She criticizes accounts that "organize themselves according to modern disciplines", such as the history of physiology, philosophy, religion, and medicine (p. 194). Instead, Musselman offers her book as a method for seeing how things were differently ordered in the past. In other words, a context-based approach to the past reveals a richer tapestry that will help us appreciate the rise of a new order of things---science, rational management and organization, and a social hierarchy with a managerial ethos.

Musselman\'s conclusion ultimately makes this book worth reading. Indeed, if this historiographic perspective had been more clearly articulated from the beginning, then the connections between the case studies would have been made more explicit for her readers. The problem is that her case studies, although lively and sometimes amusing, do not fully sustain or defend the conclusion\'s important points. I suspect, however, that this problem arises from the fact that an over 300-page argument---this is a revised doctoral dissertation---was forced into a 200-page book. On balance, *Nervous conditions* warrants consideration, and will appeal to scholars interested in historiography and cultural history, as well as those interested in the neurosciences and psychology.
